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Abstract--The classification performance of forward subset selection procedures designed for use in 
the two group, P-variate normal classification problem was examined in Monte Carlo studies of 54 cases 
where the P measurements were statistically independent and provided an optimal probability of correct 
classification of 90%. The cases were characterized by differing reference sample sizes, sample size 
ratios and different rates at which the Mahalanobis distances would increase if the forward selection 
algorithm were applied to the population parameters. Classification performance appears to be dependent 
upon these underlying rates, which would be unknown in practice. Therefore. uniform specification of 
optimal "significance levels" for the standard F tests cannot be made. A two-stage subset selection 
procedure which involves determining this rate before applying the F tests is suggested. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let X = (Xt . . . . .  Xp)' be a random vector of measurements to be classified into one of two 
possible groups, Gi or G,, where Gi (i = 1, 2) represents a P-variate normal distribution with 
mean vector ~i and common (positive definite) covariance matrix Z. In applications these 
parameters are usually estimated by the sample mean vectors, X~ and X,, and the pooled sample 
(unbiased) covariance matrix, S, obtained from reference samples of ni objects known to belong 
to G~ (i = 1, 2). These estimates are then employed in the sample linear discriminant function 
(LDF)[I], 
W(X)  = [X - (X, + X2) I2 ] 'S -z (X ,  - X.,). (I) 
Assuming the groups are equally likely (i.e. prior probabilities = 1/2) and the groupwise costs 
of misclassification are equal, an X of unknown origin is classified into G~, if W(X) -> 0 and 
is classified into G2 otherwise. 
Since Xt, Xz, and S are consistent estimators of ix,, It: and :Z, this procedure is reasonable 
in the sense that W(X) converges in probability to the "true" LDE i.e. (l) with the parameters 
substituted for the estimators[18]. Use of this true LDF for classification purposes results in 
the best groupwise and overall probabilities of correct classification that are associated with 
any classification procedure based on X. These optimal probabilities are all equal to O(A/2), 
where ~ is the standard normal cumulative distribution function (cdf), and 
A 2 = (l~l - It2)'Z-~(V'l - It:) (2) 
is the Mahalanobis distance between the groups. In general, however, use of the sample LDF 
with finite samples results in less than optimal probabilities of correct classification. 
This shortcoming can be particularly acute when the total number of measurements, P, is 
large compared to the total sample size, N = n~ + n2 (e.g. P > N/3, [12], p. 16). Much of 
the difficulty stems from the possible instability of the P(P + 1)/2 estimators of the elements 
of ]Z; further, unless N -> P + 2, S is singular. To alleviate these difficulties in practice, the 
researcher can select a subset of the original P measurements and perform the classification 
procedure conditioned on this selected subset. In fact, it may be possible that the expected 
conditional probability of correct classification associated with the sample LDF based on a 
subset of the original measurements may exceed that of the sample LDF based on the full X 
(e.g. [6]). 
Although many subset selection methods have been proposed (e.g. see [9,16]), probably 
the most often used methods involve some form of so-called stepwise discriminant analysis] 10], 
since efficient algorithms for these procedures are widely available in the major statistical 
packages (e.g. BMDP7M in [5], DISCRIMINANT in [17] and STEPDISC in [14]). For two 
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groups these methods are based ~on sequences of standard F tests for changes in Mahalanobis 
distances (for more than two groups, Wilks' A tests are used). The main versions of stepwise 
discrimination procedures are the so-called forward selection and backward elimination methods. 
Forward selection begins with the empty set and at each successive step enters a measurement 
into the sample LDF until further entry would provide a negligible increase in the Mahalanobis 
distance corresponding to the subset of measurements previously included. Conversely, back- 
ward elimination begins with the full X and at each successive step removes a measurement 
from the sample LDF until further removal would provide a substantial decrease in the Ma- 
halanobis distance. When N is small relative to P. the initiation of backward elimination may 
be unstable (or impossible) for the reasons tated above: in this case some form of forward 
selection would probably (or necessarily) be the method of choice. 
However, indications are that no one forward selection method can be recommended 
uniformly for all problems[4]. In that study, comparisons between avariety of forward selection 
methods were made in situations where N was relatively large compared to P. It was found 
that the rate of increase of the Mahalanobis distances corresponding to the measurement subsets 
included at each step was the principal determinant of the "best" forward selection method. 
The purposes of this paper are to show that similar, but more extreme, cautionary results hold 
in problems where N is small relative to P and to suggest acorresponding alternative two-stage 
selection procedure. 
2. FORWARD SELECT ION METHODS 
Forward selection in the two-group classification problem is usefully described in terms 
of changes in Mahalanobis distances. By analogy to Eq. (2), the sample Mahalanobis distance 
corresponding to the P measurements in X is 
D?e, = (X~ - X_.)'S-'(X, - X,.). (3) 
Let X~x~ = (X~,, Xj: . . . . .  X~.)' denote any K <- P measurement subset of X = X,e, (X~0~ is 
the empty set). Corresponding to Xtx.z. are the analogously ordered and reduced parameters 
Ixttx~, Ix.,cx~ and X~xx~, and estimators Xl~r, X'.~x, and S~Kx, otherwise identical to those corre- 
sponding to X~e~. The sample Mahalanobis distance corresponding toX~K, is, by analogy to Eq. 
(3), 
= Xz~x,) S~Kx,(Xl,,r, X:~K,) (4) 
[a similar substitution of the reduced parameters into Eq. (2) provides the corresponding "true" 
Mahalanobis distance, A2rd. 
A forward selection method consists of two parts: 
1. The forward selection algorithm (FSA) that reorders the original X~e, into a new vector 
(Xj,, Xj: . . . . .  Xj,)' such that augmenting X~r-i, = (Xj,, Xj: . . . . .  Xs~_,)' by X& to 
obtain X~r~ = (Xj,, Xj: . . . . .  X&)' provides the maximal D~,r~ given the previous 
X~x-t~ order, for K = l . . . . .  P. 
2. The criterion or "stopping rule" that is used to select the particular FSA ordered 
X,x~ that is "best" for use in the sample LDE 
Seven stopping rules, F,, for et = 0.01, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.25, 0.40, 0.70 were examined 
in the study. These rules utilize the same fixed "significance level" for the usual tests that can 
be performed at each step of the FSA based on the so-called "F  to enter" statistics provided 
by most packages. These are tests of the hypotheses H,,r,: A?r.t~ = A2x~ for K = O, 
1 . . . . .  (P - 1), where A?0, = 0 for the empty set X~0,. The test statistics are given by 
(nl + n,. - K - 2)ntn,(D~K+l} - D~K)) 
F~x, = (hi + n,_)(nl + n,_ - 2) + n~n,_D~r, (5) 
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where Di0, = 0. F~ selects X~x~ at the first step where F~x, <- F~ _~(1, n~ + n_, - K - 2), the 
right tail area under central F. or else the full X~p~. Note that any value of a should be considered 
to be only a very ad hoc, not an actual, significance l vel (e.g. see [15]). 
3. FORWARD SELECTION PROBABILITIES OF CORRECT CLASSIFICATION 
Suppose that X~x~ denotes the first K FSA-ordered measurements obtained from particular 
reference samples. Similar to Eq. (1), the sample LDF based on X~x~ is 
t - I  WK(XIx,) = [Xlx, - (X.^-, + X..ix,)/2] S,xx, - l(X.x, - X_.,x,). (6) 
and X~x~ is classified into Gt, if Wx(X~x,) >- 0, or else into G2. The corresponding optimal 
(groupwise and overall) probability of correct classification is ~(A,xO/2. Since ~ is positive 
definite, we have ~(A~x~/2) < ~(,X,p,/2), and so X~x~ is a suboptimal choice. However, as 
noted previously, even X~t,~ is suboptimal when the sample LDF is used, since optimal prob- 
abilities are only attainable by true LDFs. 
As a consequence, more relevant measures of classification performance have been pro- 
posed. One set_ of measures are the conditional (or actual) probabilities of correct classification. 
Given X,x,, X.,cK~ and &xX~, the FSA-conditional probability of correct classification for G~ is 
PC~(K) = qb[(- I)~-IWx(IX.K,)/O-,K,]. i = 1. 2. (7) 
where 
cr , ,~ ,  (~ , ,~ , ,  - ' - '  - '  - - = - X..~x,)S~x~,X~xx,&xx,(X.K~- X._,x,) 
(e.g. see [7]). The corresponding overall FSA-conditional probability is defined as the prior 
weighted average of the PCg(K); here, 
PC(K) = [PC,(K) + PCz(K)]/2. (8) 
These probabilities are of most interest after the FSA has been applied to particular reference 
samples. 
Another set of relevant measures are the unconditional (or expected conditional) proba- 
bilities of correct classification. The FSA-unconditional probability of correct classification for 
Gi is 
PU~(K) = E[PCg(K)], i = 1, 2, (9) 
where the expectation is taken over all reference samples of sizes n~ and n,_ (see [6]). The overall 
FSA-unconditional probability is defined by 
PU(K) = [PU~(K) + PU2(K)]/2, (10) 
by analogy to Eq. (8). Note that the composition, but not the size, of the FSA subsets would 
vary in taking these expectations. These probabilities are of most interest before the FSA has 
been applied to any reference samples. 
Now suppose that a stopping rule, S, selects the FSA Xcx~ as the "best" subset. The 
associated groupwise and overall conditional probabilities are then defined by PCg(S) - PCg(K) 
in Eq. (7) for i = 1, 2, and PC(S) ~- PC(K) in Eq. (8). Similarly, the associated groupwise 
and overall unconditional probabilities are defined by PUg(S) = E[PCg(S)], i = 1, 2, and 
PU(S) = E[PC(S)]. It should be noted that both the composition and size oftbe subsets elected 
by S would vary in taking these expectations. 
Although the probabilities described here refer to the sample LDF in the context of forward 
selection, they would also be appropriate for other selection methods by obvious extensions. 
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The only requirement for their ~'alidity is that the data arise from multivariate normal distri- 
butions. 
4. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
4.1 Parameter configurations 
The exact distribution theory for the test statistics in Eq. (5) or for the probabilities in Sec. 
3 is extremely complex. Thus Monte Carlo studies were used to simulate a range of situations 
in which the forward selection stopping rules in Sec. 2 could be compared. 
Without loss of generality, in each situation ix~ was taken as a zero P-vector, ix, was 
assumed to have positive components, and Z was taken as a P x P correlation matrix. Since 
previous work[4] indicated that correlation structure does not adversely affect stopping rule 
preferences, and, in order to restrict he magnitude of the study, ~ was constrained to be the 
identity matrix. The second group mean, ix,. = (tx2~ . . . . .  Iz.,e)', was formed as follows: For 
D in the open unit interval, take 
P,,.x = [6.57(1 - D)DX-"/(I - DP)] '2, K = 1 . . . . .  P. (11) 
The purpose of this geometric parameterization was to have the components of ix_, in descending 
order, so that application of the FSA to the parameters reproduced the natural order with 
A~r~ = Y~=l Ixi, g = 1 . . . . .  P. Tlais formulation implied a full X~e, Mahalanobis distance 
of Azp~ = 6.57, with corresponding optimal probability of correct classification 0.90. Thus, at 
least for large samples, "'good" classification performance was possible in all cases. 
The study was based on 54 sampling situations as defined in Table 1. The values of D are 
referred to as "fast," "medium," and "s low," respectively[4]. An example of the FSA- 
ordered sequences of A~x~ produced by Eq. (11) in situations with P = 20 is shown in Fig. 1. 
The medium and slow sequences were both slower than most of those studied previously[4]. 
The values of N are referred to as "small"  and "moderate," respectively; note that P + 2 is 
the smallest value of N such that a pooled sample cross products matrix follows a nonsingular 
Wishart distribution[l], and that when R ~ 1, the G~ sample cross products matrix would be 
singular. 
4.2 Computational methods 
The results were based on 100 replicates of each sampling situation. In each replicate, the 
sample mean vectors were taken as Xt = n/-~'23'~, X_, = n{t~2'y2 + I-I,2, where ~/~ and 'Y2 were 
obtained via Box-Muller transforming two P-vectors of pseudo-random U(0, 1) variables[3]. 
The U(0, 1) vectors were obtained using a Fortran portable version[8] of the generator SU- 
PERDUPER[13]. The pooled sample cross products matrix, (n~ + n2 - 2)S, was obtained 
Table 1. Parameter configurations forMonte Carlo study 
Parameter Description Assic=lned Values 
Rate of increase of FSA A(K)Z* 
Total number of measurements in X 
Total sample size (nl+n 2) 
Ratio of sample sizes (n2/n 1) 
D = .275, .800, .975 
P = 10, 20, 30 
N = P+2, 2(P+2) 
R=1,2 ,5  
*See equation (11) and Figure I .  
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Fig. l. Sequences of forward selection algorithm (FSA) Mahalanobis distances for P = 20 measurements 
[see Eq. (l l)]. 
independently using a random Wishart matrix generator[l I]. The FSA used was similar to that 
used in BMDP7M[5]. All computations were performed in double precision on a DEC 2060. 
4.3 Evaluation measures 
Estimates of the unconditional probabilities PU~(S) and PU(S) defined in Sec. 3 for a given 
sampling situation and stopping rule were obtained as the mean values over replicates of the 
conditional probabilities PCI(S) and PC(S) also defined in Sec. 3. Another measure obtained 
was the mean value over replicates of the number of measurements, K(S), selected by each 
stopping rule. For both types of measures, the means [and standard eviations (SD)] were then 
averaged across sampling situations (the SDs averaged were very similar). 
Similar measures for two other stopping rules were included for comparative purposes. SP 
always selected Xle~ (i.e. no subset selection); SB selected X~r~ at the first FSA step where the 
maximum value of PC(K) occurred. This latter rule represents a theoretical benchmark only 
since it cannot be used in practice. 
5. EXPERIMENTAL  RESULTS 
The Monte Carlo experiment was designed to permit concise examination of the effects 
of a broad range of two-group multivariate normal classification problems with relatively small 
samples on the classification performance of the sample LDF, based on subsets determined by 
the forward selection stopping rules in Sec. 2. Accordingly, the findings for all 54 sampling 
situations represented in Table 1 were averaged after stratification by the total sample size, N, 
and each of the remaining parameters D, P and R; these results are given in Tables 2-4, 
respectively. Recall that the results for the rule SB represented the best possible expected 
classification performance for forward selection, and that those for SP represented the expected 
classification performance when no subset selection was employed. In turn, in all cases, the 
expected classification performance of any of the stopping rules was necessarily ess than 0.90, 
the optimal probability of correct classification corresponding to use of the true LDF based on 
the full X~v~. 
These data lead to the following conclusions. 
(a) In all cases, forward selection using some F~ provided substantially reduced subsets 
whose expected classification performance was either similar to or up to 30% better than that 
of the full X~v~. As expected, the largest improvements in classification relative to SP occurred 
when N was smallest. In absolute terms, the classification performance of all rules (including 
SP) improved when N was moderate. 
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Table 2. Estimated expected classification performance and size of forward selected subsets by values of D 
(rate of increase of FSA A-') and N (total sample size) 
D = Fast D = Medium D = Slow 
Stopping 
N Rule PU(S) (sd) K(S) (sd) PU(S) (sd) K(S) (sd) PU(S) (sd) K(S) (sd) 
S 
SB .842(.051) 1.9(1.8) .758(.041) 6.2(3.8) .741(.040) 8.5(3.8) 
F.70 .636(.087) 17.9(2.1) .634(.086) 17.8(2.1) .634(.083) 17.8{2.1) 
F.40 .696{.083) 12.3(3.5) .684(.070) 12.5(3.4) .680(.072) 12.8(3.1) 
F.25 .736(.077) 8.1(3.2) .704(.062) 8.9(3.0) .694(,059) 9.1(3.0} 
P+2 F.15 .763(.076) 5.3(2.5) .712(.058) 6.1(2.3) .696(,049) 6.2(2.4) 
F.10 .777(.079) 4.0(2.0) .709(.057) 4.6(1.9) .687(,048) 4.8(1.9) 
F.05 .790(.082) 2.5(1.2) .697(.067) 3.0(1.4) .661(,048) 3.1{1.5) 
F.01 .781(.101] 1.2(0.7) .6~8(.080) 1.3(0.8) .594(,061) 1.2(0.9) 
SP .608(.087) 20.0{ - -)  .607(.087) 20 .0( - - )  .609(.086) 20.0( - - )  
2(P+2) 
$8 .873(.016) 2.0(1.2) .818(.029) 9.9(4.4) .807(.031) 14.2(3.7) 
F.70 .796(.039) 15.2(2.0) .792(.040) 15.9(1.8) .790(.038) 16.3(1.7) 
F.40 .808(.040) 10.1(2.3) .792(.039) 11.6(2.1) .787(.038) 12.4(2.1) 
F.25 .819(.041) 7.2{2.1) .792(.038) 9.2(2.1) .777(.034) 10.0(2.0) 
F.15 .831(.040) 5.2(1.9) .788(.038) 7.0(1.8) .763(.033) 8.0(2.0) 
F.10 .840(.037) 4.0{1.5) .783{.039) 5.9(1.7) .748(.033) 6.7{1.8) 
F.05 .850{.036) 2.8(1.2) .769(.037) 4.3(1.4) .727{.033) 5.1(1.5) 
F.01 .854(.036) 1.7(0.7) .728{.057) 2.4(1.0) .662(.046) 2,6(I.1) 
SP .793(.039) 20 .0( - - )  .792(.040) 20 .0( - - )  .790(.039) 20 .0( - - )  
PU(S) = estimated unconditional probability of correct classification and K(S) = size of selected subsets. 
Each entry (including sd) is a mean over 9 cases with P (Number of Measurements) = 10,20,30 
and R (Ratio of Sample Sizes) = 1.2,5 (100 replicates/case). For X(p). optimal probability of correct 
ci-'.ssification = .90 in all cases. 
(b) All of the rules performed at their best when D = fast; i.e. when relatively few 
measurements were needed for good classification (see Fig. l). The observed decreases in 
classification performance in situations where D was slower were in both absolute and relative 
(to SP) terms, reflecting the fact that for fixed N, P and R, larger "best"  subsets are more 
prone to noise than smaller ones: 
(c) The widest variation in choice of an "optimal" ct for F~ occurred depending on the 
value of D; i.e. the best rules when D = fast were some of the worst rules when D was slower. 
Table 3. Estimated expected classification performance and size of forward selected subsets by values of P 
(number of variables) and N (total sample size) 
P = 10 P = 20 P = 30 
Stopping 
N Rule PU(S) (sd) K(S) (sd) PU(S) (sd) K(S) (sd) PU(S) {sd) K(S) (sd) 
S 
SB .782(.054) 4.0(2.2) .778{.044) 5.6(3.4) .781(.033) 6.9(3.8) 
F.70 .664(.101) 8.4{1.5) .629(.082) 17.7(2.2) .611(.072) 27.3(2.6) 
F.40 .702{.086) 5.9{2.0 .683(.073) 12.6(3.4) .674(.067) 19.1(4.7) 
F.25 .720(.076) 4.3(1.8) .709(.066} 8.6(3.1) .706(.057) 13.2(4.4) 
P+2 F.15 .724(.070) 3.0{1.5) .723{.061) 5.8(2.4) .723(.051) 8.8(3.4) 
F.10 .716(.074) 2.3(1.2) .727{.059) 4 .5(1.9) .730(.050) 6.6(2.6) 
F.05 .697{.089) 1.6{0.9) .720(.061) 3.0{1.4) .731(.047) 4.1(1.7) 
F .01  .623(.111) .7{0.6) .689{.079) 1.3(0.8) .711{.052) 1.8{1.0) 
SP .637(.106) 10 .0( - - )  .602(.083) 20.0{ - -)  .584(.070) 30.0( - - ]  
2(P+2) 
SB .833{.030] 5.4(1.8) .834(.024) 9.3(3.0) .830(.021) 11.5(4.5) 
F.70 .798(.048) 8.0(1.2) .797(.037) 15.8(1.8) .783{.032) 23.5{2.3) 
F.40 .798(.047) 5.9(1.5) .799(.037) 11.5(2.1) .790{.033) 16,7(2,8) 
F.25 .794(.044) ~.7(1.4) .799(.037) 9.0(2.1) .794(.032) 12.6(2.8) 
F.lS .791(.044) 3.7(1.3) .797{.034) 6.8(1.9) .794(.042) 9.6{2.4) 
F.10 .786(.043) 3.1(1.2) .792(.034) 5.6(1.7) .793{.031) 7.9(2.1) 
F.05 .773(.044) 2.4(1.0) .784(.031) 4.2(1.4) .788(.030) 5.7(1.7) 
F.01 .728(.067) 1.4(0.7) .753(.039) 2.3{I.0} .768(.032) 3.0(1.1) 
SP .798(.048} 10.0( - - )  .796(.038) 20 .0( - - )  .782(.032} 30.0{ --)  
PU{S) = estimated unconditional probability of correct classification and K(S) = size of selected subsets. 
Each entry {including sd) is a mean over 9 cases with D irate of increase of FSAA z ) = Fast, Medium, Slow, 
and R {Ratio of Sample Sizes) = 1,2,5 (100 replicates/case]. For X(p],  optimal probability of correct 
classification = .90 in all cases. 
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R = ! R = 2 R = 5 
Stopping 
N Rule PU(S](sd) K(S) (sd) PU(S) (sd) K(S) (sd) PU(S) (sd] K(S] (sd] 
S 
SB .790(.039) 5.5(2.9) .784(.042) 5.5(3.0] .767(.051] 5.6(3.5} 
F.70 .644(.084} 17.8(2.1) .640(.084) 17.9(2.1) .620(.087) 17.8(2.1) 
F.40 .700(.076) 12.5(3.1) .690(.071) 12.7(3.5) .670(.079) 12.4(3.4) 
F.25 .726(.064) 8.7(3.0) .716(.062) 8.9(3.]) .693(.071) 8.5(3.1) 
P+2 F.15 .739(.057) 6.1(2.4) .731(.057) 5.9(2.4) .701(.069) 5.7(2.4) 
F.IO .741(.057) 4.6(1.9) .729(.058) 4.5(1.9) .702(.069] 4.3(2.0) 
F.05 .732(.059) 3.0(1.3) .722(.064) 3.0(1.4} .693(.073] 2.6(1.4) 
F.01 .691(.077) 1.4(0.9) .683(.081) 1.4(0.8) .649(.084) 1.0(0.8] 
SP .616(.083) 20 .0( - - )  .511(.084) 20 .0( - - )  .597(.091) 20 .0( - - )  
2(P+2) 
SB .839(.021) 8.8(3.1) .837(.026) 8.7(2.9) .822(.029) 8.6(3.3) 
F.70 .803(.037) 15.9(1.7) .798(.037] 15.8(1.8) .777(.043) 15.7(1.8) 
F.40 .806(.034) 11.6(2.1) .802(.037) l t .4(2.1} .779(.046] 11.T(2.3) 
F.25 .807(.033) 9.0(2.1) .802(.036) 8.8(2.1) .779(.044) 8.5(2.1) 
F.15 .807(.031) 7.0(1.8) .800(.034) 6.8(1.9) .776(.046) 6.3(1.9) 
F.10 .802(.032) 5.8(1.7) .797(.033] 5.7(1.6) .772(.043) 5.t(1.7] 
F.05 .796(.031) 4.4(1.3) .789(.031) 4.2(1.4) .761(.043) 3.7(1.4) 
P.01 .762(.038) 2.4(0.9) .760(.040] 2.4(1.0) .722(.060) 1 .8 ( .7 )  
SP .803(.038) 20 .0( - - )  .797(.037) 20 .0( - - )  .776(.043) 20 .0( - - )  
PU(S) = estimated unconditional probability of correct classification and K(S) = size of selected subsets. 
Each entry (including sd) is a mean over 9 cases with D (rate of increase of FSAA z ) = Fast, Medium, Slow, 
and P (number of variables] = t0,20,30 (100 replicates/case]. For X(p) ,  optimal probability of correct 
classification = .90 for all cases. 
Particularly striking was the very poor performance of F0.05 and F00~ when D = slow. It is 
clear that strict adherence to conventional values of a (i.e. ---0.05) for these rules in all problems 
would be unwise; recall that the actual joint significance level of the tests based on (5) is an 
open problem. Instead, when D is slower, larger values of a, e.g. 0.15 -< a ~ 0.40, should 
probably be used. 
(d) There was a slight tendency for the "best" a for F~ to decrease as P increased, and 
to increase for fixed P as N increased. These findings also reflect the fact that a particular F~ 
may not be adaptive enough for a wide range of problems. 
(e) The principal effects of unequal sample sizes (R ¢= 1) were to decrease the classification 
performance of all rules while leaving stopping rule preferences more or less intact, and to 
cause most of the rules to select slightly fewer variables. This latter finding may be due to the 
fact that the product, nln,_, which appears in the test statistics in Eq. (5), is a decreasing function 
of R for fixed N. Of course, the decrease in the overall classification performance of all the 
stopping rules as R increased was due primarily to very poor classification in the group with 
the smaller sample size. 
6. DISCUSSION 
In a previous comparative Monte Carlo study of forward selection methods in the two- 
group multivariate normal classification problem(4], the sampling situations were characterized 
by five parameters. Two of those parameters, the optimal probability of correct classification 
for the full X(e, and an index of the amount of dependence between the measurements, were 
found to have little effect on the relative classification performance of the methods and thus 
were held constant in the present study. The other three parameters were essentially D, P and 
N as defined in Table 1, except that most values of D produced faster FSA sequences than those 
in Fig. 1, most values of N were moderate to large [i.e. N > 2(P + 2)], and it was assumed 
that n~ = n,. It was found that the forward selection methods consistently produced subsets 
that were substantially smaller than the full X,e, and whose classification performance was equal 
to or slightly better than that of the full X~e~. The D parameter had the most important effect 
on stopping rule preferences, and the rules FQ for 0.10 --< ct --< 0.25 were generally recom- 
mended. However, it was unclear whether similar recommendations could be made for situations 
with slower values of D and/or smaller (and possibly unequal) sample sizes. 
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The results of the present study serve both to corroborate and extend the previous findings. 
Whether or not the sample sizes are equal, when N is small relative to P, there is some stopping 
rule F~ which can produce subsets of about the right size and whose expected classification 
performance is comparable to or moderately better than that of the full X~p~. However, the 
disparities between the relative classification performance of the best F~ rules when D = fast 
(i.e. a -< 0.05) and those when D = slow (i.e. a -> 0.15) are even more pronounced in these 
cases. Thus, since D would be unknown in practice, it is difficult to recommend an optimal 
F~ for general use. 
Instead, the following two stage procedure is offered as a reasonable alternative method. 
(i) For K = 1 . . . . .  P, plot the FSA ordered sequence of D~,v~ in Eq. (4) vs K. Compare 
the shape of the plot with those in Fig. 1 to determine the closest match (for P -~ 20, compare 
the sequence with ~ in Eq. (11)). When the sample sizes are small, the D~K~ sequence may 
not be stable (or computable) for large K; however, the beginning and middle parts of the 
sequence should be sufficient to obtain some idea of the underlying rate of increase. 
(2) Use an F~ stopping rule for subset selection, with 
ct - 0.05 for a "fast plot"; 
0.10 --- a -< 0.25 for a "medium plot"; and 
a -> 0.25 for a "slow plot." 
It is suggested that this procedure should probably be applied in any case, i.e. regardless of 
the sample sizes. 
It is worth restating that the validity of the forward selection methods examined in this 
study, as well as of stepwise discrimination procedures generally, depends on the assumptions 
of multivariate normal distributions with equal covariance matrices. There is some evidence 
that the sample LDF is robust to moderate departures from these assumptions (e.g. [2], [12], 
pp. 40-50), but little is known about the robustness of stepwise subset selection procedures 
per se. This remains an open area for research. 
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